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This second part of a two-part Executive Report series
on release management is intended to offer a more
pragmatic view than was presented in Part I1 by
providing strictly practical comments related to the
subject of release implementation.
Although the accompanying Executive Report focuses
on release management from a technology point of
view, it provides some insights about the way IT could
influence business to ensure benefits for the company.
Release management can be thought of as a method of
coordinated introduction of various software modifications to the production systems environment.
The report discusses various issues related to organizational structure, process framework, and governance
rules that extend and enrich the release management
approach. Being aware of their existence and impact
makes release management implementation safer and
more efficient for the organization.
The logic of the release implementation process should
be organized around decision points, whose role
should be to improve the quality of modifications
implemented under the release. In order to have clean
software in the production environment, some gates
should be set in the release implementation process,
and appropriate rules should be defined to enforce
quality on each of these gates. The number of gates
and their quality criteria should be designed to fit the
specific requirements of the company, but typical gates
include requirements stabilized (each modification to
be included in the release is described by means of

requirements, which are accepted/signed off on by
users); software delivered (each modification’s deliverables are provided and integrated in a test environment); and releases validated (each modification
has been tested, and the results have been accepted
by users). In addition to these typical gates, financial
acceptance is added to the release implementation
process quite frequently; this gate concerns verification
of each modification’s business case. Upon reaching
each gate, each modification carried out by the release
is verified according to quality criteria required to pass
the gate; not passing means rejecting a particular modification from the release, as it is potentially risky to
the production environment, and usually moving it so
it is verified again in the scope of later releases. Each
gate adds new quality criteria, so to pass a certain gate,
the modification must fulfill the quality criteria set by
the gate and all the gates located before the one in the
release implementation process.
Release management is focused on introducing modifications to a set of interrelated information systems
used for the purpose of serving production and commercial business matters — the production environment, for short. The production environment refers to
all the parts of IS that are used for that purpose. Since
each release represents a modification to the production environment, it contains the baseline of the production environment and all modifications — the
delta of modifications to the baseline. Each release
represents a different version of the future production
environment and, as such, must be handled separately
from other release contents; to validate a release at a
certain gate, it must exclusively reside in some special
environment — that gate’s environment.
The number of gates, which would be defined in the
scope of the release implementation process, is correlated with the number of environments that should
be available in order to validate the quality criteria
of each gate. The idea is to have the release that is
being implemented verified and validated at each
gate, meaning the required quality criteria should be
applied and noncompliances should be identified and
resolved. Before getting to the next gate all identified,

problems and bugs should be fixed, so the release is
moved to the next gate in a clean state.
There are interrelations between release management
processes, especially in the context of release granularity units and architecture management, in terms
of both enterprise and systems architecture. Such interrelations should be controlled by means of common
artifacts shared between the release management practice and architecture management, as well as governance rules applicable to both release implementation
and architecture definition efforts. Deciding on release
granularity units affects the architecture at both
enterprise and individual system levels.
Running a release implementation process without a
deep understanding of the architecture (business, data
and application, technical) would be difficult to manage,
so the release management team should know the architecture to be able to understand the consequences of
the particular way the release is to be implemented as
well as its risks and implications. Such knowledge and
understanding should be supported with governance
rules applicable to the release implementation process
and should be included in some gates’ quality criteria
set. The governance rules should be supported with
common artifacts, which should be shared between
architecture and release management teams. The set of
artifacts should include architecture definition (enterprise architecture blueprints, individual systems architecture designs), approaches to release implementation
(initial approach and detailed plans), and fallback procedures planned for each release.
Apart from the release contents, which are managed
throughout the release implementation process, the
process delivers some tangibles related to the process
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planning and execution. Those release management
deliverables are created and updated during the whole
release implementation process to incorporate the
release contents changes and express the consequences
of such decisions. The release implementation process
could define various deliverables, in compliance with
a company culture and requirements stated, but the
central tangibles of the process itself are release
deployment and rollout approach, release implementation plan, detailed release deployment and rollout
instruction, and release notes.
Release management will not work if these fundamental
rules are violated and will significantly lose efficiency if
they are stretched. If the rule “stretching” required by a
particular software development endeavor is too broad,
independent modification implementation on the production systems environment could always be an option
to consider. It could be executed not in the scope of the
release implementation process, but according to rules
specially designed for that endeavor and not under the
control of the release management practice but based on
that endeavor.
Release management has been introduced in many
organizations, and various mistakes have been made.
Learning from the mistakes of others, we can understand some of the typical pitfalls to avoid and get some
hints on how to improve the release management practice in your organization, both of which are addressed
in the report.
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